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About This Game

Battle monsters of the darkness with a kinetic blade! Intense combat and blade throwing action in adrenaline inducing VR!
Skirmish through progressive levels of challenge and adversity to find ultimate victory or your fatal demise. Defeat the

darkness! Wield the Glaive!

Features:

Challenging fast-action gameplay that's simple and fun

Seven levels of increasing difficulty plus hard mode for seven additional levels of hard mode difficulty

Continue options to start the action where you left off

HTC Vive and only one Vive controller required
Standing only and room-scale compatible
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Genre: Action, Indie
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Nest Egg Games, LLC
Publisher:
Nest Egg Games, LLC
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KITE is a guns-blazing, option-laden, statistic-building top-down shooter that would've been right at home alongside Soldiers of
Fortune/The Chaos Engine and TechnoClash on the Sega Genesis.

At first glance, I was hoping for a return to the strategic battles and visceral carnage provided by the classic Crusader: No
Remorse and No Regret games, but what I (happily) got was an 80's cyberpunk Zombies Ate My Neighbors--you'll rescue
scientists, scour pre-designed, enemy-strewn levels, and work to upgrade your destructive arsenal.

There's a lot to like about Lab Cat Games' Kite, and the love and heart that went into it shows. Between the awesome retro
artwork, the cyberpunk setting and soundtrack, and the overwhelming number of weapons, skills, and stat tweaks available to
players, everyone can build a shapely war machine that fits their play style to a "T". While the game currently has a solid couple
of hours worth of gameplay (assuming you're good at it, which I'm not), the promise of additional levels and the polish present
in this early-access title already makes it worth supporting and enjoying.

Read my full article on KITE at KeenGamer.com: http://www.keengamer.com/article/14981_kite-preview

. Summer is coming!!. Pros:
- Tons to do. Quests are useful, fun to complete, varied. Main story is pretty compelling.
- Choices (some) matter resulting in decreased karma or failed quests
- Balancing was good. The first 1\/3rd of the game on Veteran I found brutal but there is an eventual hump that you get over and
I found the difficulty balanced out well. Of note, I didn't realize I could run away from battles until literally 40 hours in so
maybe that played a part in this opinion. My bad.
- Battles were fun, skills useful, party members varied. Most importantly, no party member was a throw away in battles. I've
used them all at different periods.
- Battle system was simple but fun
- Really enjoyed the story, some surprises, surprisingly deep, decent establishment of lore. I could see multiple spinoff games
from the story created in this game alone.

Cons:
- I have never hated any character in any TV show, movie, or game as much as I hated this main character. I almost stopped
playing multiple times within the first half of the game. It was a combination of his frequent homophobic, misogynistic,
narcissistic, juvenile comments combined with the most absurd responses to this character. This guy should have been slapped
silly instead of the "tee hee you're so cute" responses he seems to usually get from NPCs. Unfortunately, I'm super late game
and he's only had 2 or 3 redeeming moments in this entire game.
- First 1\/3 to 1\/2 of the game money is BRUTALLY tight, even for JRPGs. After 1\/2 way part, money became no object.
- It could really benefit from some modern advances (most notably a world map, ability to sort inventory, etc.), some more
polish on some elements of the game (esp the crafting system which was nearly useless).
- End game it just seems like dev looked at it and said, "Man, I just gotta get this game out there" as it doesn't feel nearly as
polished or complete, just rushed. I understand that there's a sequel to this one day in the works but the end game just feels a bit
disconnected.
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TL;DR
- Surprising JRPG that's been a ton of fun to play, especially if you can overlook the horrible main character. I'd say worth every
penny full price (currently 7.99). It'll keep you entertained for a good 30-50 hours, even if the end game seemed very rushed.
It's one of those that would have been a near instant classic (again, aside from the main character and the lack of endgame
polish) had this been released during the glory days of the PS and SNES. 10\/10 would buy this game again, 15\/10 if the main
character stuck with the classic Cloud text of "...". its good but servers r a bit dead. I really like this game. I been trying to kill
more zombies to unlock more guns :). BORING!!! I HATE HOW THE CAMERA IS SO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALL
OVER THE PLACE AND WHEN YOU SHOOT, THE SCREEN BLURS SO YOU CAN'T EVEN SEE THE ACTION.
DON'T BUY. Extremely addicting, easy to play, VERY fun. Light of Altair can give you hours of fun on end, and is so
addicting that even if\/when you get stuck and want to stop, it keeps bringing you back. It's a really enjoyable space strategy
game. (the review before this parenthesis was made before i finished it) now upon finishing it, i can still agree to what i said
before, but with one caveat: limited replayability. There is only the story missions to it, with no sandbox\/freeplay or challenge
mode, thus limiting replayability. Still a very good game though!. Your computer needs to be from Nasa because the game runs
like trash on any normal PC.
Even at the lowest graphics settings the game will just not cooperate, not to mention the load time which takes along as the age
of the universe.
do i recommend this product : NO
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probs the best game i got in my library. It's just a masterpeice 10/10 - 3pac (bless his soul). Its pretty good for the most part. It
reminds me quite a bit of warlords battlecry. Though it would benefit greatly from more factions and a lot more maps.. - I am
the fastest - said Gordon. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter
looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t
waste your money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements.. It's a little buggy but it's super fun. If you see
this game on sale and have a friend or two to shoot at, GET IT!. While I didn't recommend the main game of Dark, mostly
because it just doesn't quite scratch an itch other games do, I strongly advise against getting the DLC.

The promise of new opponents and a new boss are hugely overblown, the entire thing is essentially a challenge map in a dark
dank crypt with repurposed enemies from the main game, and the "boss" does less than nothing special, and can be killed in the
same manner as all others.

If for some reason you desperately wanted more Dark, then this might be for you, but even then I'd still recommend Vampire
the Masquerade: Bloodlines over this poor-mans clone.. This is exactly what it says, a collection of the sort of scenes that you
might want to demo in VR to new users. Graphics are good and vary from photorealistic (cliff) to the kind of Richie's Plank
effect when you're standing over the city.
  The cliff ledge in this is as effective as the tower scene in Oculus Dreamdeck with birds flying above and the wind blowing. I'd
pay $1 for that alone but there's a bunch of quite polished scenes in this that are perfect for VR demos.
  I can think of a couple of scenarios i'd like to see added but for the price and the convenience of being able to demo multiple
scenes from the same program this is great value.
. The nostalgia hit hardly fade away. My reason for being a gamer.
EDIT1: nominated for no apologies award nov 2017. If you came here from the original 1nsane (3D * 4WD * 56K), you're
going to be sorely disappointed with this one. Far from the original benchmark offroad racer, In2ane is a Motorstorm clone with
surprisingly high production values but just sub-par gameplay.

Handling is floaty, the camera swing and shake is too artificial to let the game shine, and while the original game modes and
classic wrap-around-maps are back in abundance, the vehicle physics are just too half-baked even compared to Motorstorm to
really be engrossing. Targem put forth a good effort that shows a lot of pride in their work, I'll give them that, but the game just
isn't satisfying to play.
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